Leading curriculum change: how
do we ensure curriculum design
change is successful for
students and teachers?

Claudia Parkes
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• Experiences in implementation
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What is English Mastery?

About English Mastery
• Launched in Ark Schools in 2014
• A focus on designing and launching an English curriculum, CPD
offer, implementation infrastructure, and assessment framework
• Following on from positive findings from the 2014 cohort, taking
part in a Randomised Control Trial in partnership with the
Education Endowment Foundation
• Currently working with ~140 schools across the country
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Write a “Curriculum
Intent” statement

Internal lesson
observation forms rewritten to focus on what
students know, remember
and do

Attend a course on the
new inspection
framework

Require knowledge
organisers for all units of
work

Re-write existing schemes
of work with an ‘Intent
Statement’ or
‘Implementation plan’

Insert “retrieval practice”
into every lesson

Visited another school to
focus on their work on
curriculum

Undertake a ‘curriculum
audit/review’

Updated ‘Book Look’
policy
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How did we get here?
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Observations
• Be aware of change fatigue: not just from across the system, but
within an institution
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Origins of Intent / Implementation / Impact
Best overview is probably ‘Principled Curriculum Design’
(SSAT, 2013) by Dylan Wiliam
There, he provides a description of:
• The intended curriculum: the knowledge we want students to
learn
• The implemented curriculum: comprises textbooks, longterm plans, schemes of learning and lesson plans
• The achieved curriculum: what young people experience
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Origins of Intent / Implementation / Impact
Ofsted’s description is a little different.
‘Curriculum is
• a framework for setting out the aims of a programme of
education, including the knowledge and understanding to be
gained at each stage (intent)
• For translating that framework over time into a structure and
narrative, within an institutional context (implementation),
• for evaluating what knowledge and skills pupils have gained
against expectations (impact/achievement).’

‘There’s no need to write new statements, adapt websites or
restructure staffing to cover intent… Intent is about “the
substance of education.”’
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Intent

High-quality, hand-roasted beans
Ethical and sustainable sourcing
Change perceptions from coffee as
commodity to coffee as experience
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Specific issues we wanted to address in English teaching:
Subject Domain

• GSCE reform
• Ark mission
• E. D. Hirsch

How we Learn

• Mastery theory
• Daniel Willingham

Reading

Writing

Assessment

RESEARCH, EVIDENCE AND INFLUENCE
•
•
•
•
•

E. D. Hirsh
Ruth Miskin
Isabel Beck
Doug Lemov
Hart & Risley

• Project Follow
through
• Siegfried Engelmann

•
•
•
•

Dylan William
Daisy Christodoulou
GCSE reform
Tim Oates

Training and
Community

• Ark English teachers
• Doug Lemov

INTENTIONS
Texts will be challenging
and culturally significant.

The lessons will focus
on what we want
students to learn.
The highest leverage
activity will always be
chosen.

The curriculum will be
differentiated.
The curriculum will
teach tier 2 vocabulary
explicitly.
The curriculum will be
knowledge rich.

The curriculum will
teach grammar
explicitly.
There will be repetition
of key learning within
units and across units.

Reading will also be
marked for Writing.

Establish a subject
community.

One assessment per
term.

Professional
Development will focus
on curriculum topics.

Students will sit the
same assessment under
the same conditions.
Assessments will be
norm-referenced.

Why focus on intent?
• Ofsted say that Intent is ‘what you are going to teach, and the order
in which you are going to teach it’…
• …but it is also much more than that.
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Observations
•
•
•

‘Curriculum intent’ is bigger than a curriculum map, ‘intent
statement’, GCSE specification, collection of ‘Knowledge Organisers’
Subject specific ownership is probably critical…
…as is working within a school’s culture and ecosystem (avoid silos)
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Implemented
Change perceptions from coffee as commodity to
coffee as experience
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'A great intended curriculum badly taught is likely
to be a much worse experience for young people
than a bad intended curriculum well taught.’
(Dylan Wiliam)

Curriculum
map

Curriculumspecific
training

Standardised
assessment

Curriculum
materials

Implemented

Support visit

Pedagogical
training
webinar
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Observations
• Implementation is vast, complex, constant
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Achieved

High-quality, hand-roasted beans
Ethical and sustainable sourcing
Change perceptions from coffee as
commodity to coffee as experience
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Achieved
• In our pilot: 4 months’ additional
progress

Stories that have stood the test of time; the
‘canon’ (Young)
•

Knowledge-rich leading to skill (Willingham)

•

Frequent low-stakes formative assessment
(Christodoulou)

•

Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller)

•

Explicit vocabulary instruction (Beck, Quigley)

•

Teacher subject knowledge (Fletcher-Wood)

Survey 2019:
85% of SLT colleagues agree
programme has improved quality of
English teaching in school
83% of EM leads agree programme
improves their subject knowledge
89% of EM leads agree that the
programme reduces teacher workload
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Year 7
Oliver Twist:
mistreatment
of orphans

Writing correct
topic sentences

Using evidence
correctly

In addition, Bronte presents Jane’s childhood to be of harsh and cruel environments
through the repeated reference to the cold ‘dreary winter’, the girls are forced to face
the ‘bitter cold’, ‘shivering’ due to the extreme conditions. These dire conditions
contribute towards the dehumanisation of the girls – they are not cared for by those
in power, and, are instead forced to endure such suffering in order to comply with
social expectations. The girls, through this, are conditioned to deny all forms of
comfort, as it a ‘luxury’ that they cannot be offered due to their original sin from
Adam and Eve. This concept is derived from 18th century philosopher Locke who
argued that children were born of sin and punished to have purity nurtured in them.
This is implemented by Mr Brocklehurst as he attempts to not offer basic
requirements as this ‘feeds their vile bodies’ but deprive them of warmth in order to
save ‘their immortal souls’. One could infer that this conveys a lack of expenditure on
the girls from the school, as it is not to their worth – they do not deserve sufficient
food as it will prove detrimental towards their future. However, perhaps Bronte
enacts this to challenge these opinions. Within society, as this deprivation of needs
could lead to illness as it did with the typhus outbreak in the novel.

Poor sanitation and disease in
Victorian era

Writers use their novels
to convey a moral
message @english_mastery

Year 8
7
Linking
analytical
paragraphs
Oliver Twist:
Sherlock
mistreatment
Holmes:
Status
of orphans
in Victorian
society
Multiple
subordinate
clauses
Composing a
balanced
argument

Writing
correct to link
Using
topic sentences
topic sentences
analysis

Embedding
of
Using
evidence
quotations
correctly

In addition, Bronte presents Jane’s childhood to be of harsh and cruel environments
through the repeated reference to the cold ‘dreary winter’, the girls are forced to face
the ‘bitter cold’, ‘shivering’ due to the extreme conditions. These dire conditions
contribute towards the dehumanisation of the girls – they are not cared for by those
in power, and, are instead forced to endure such suffering in order to comply with
social expectations. The girls, through this, are conditioned to deny all forms of
comfort, as it a ‘luxury’ that they cannot be offered due to their original sin from
Adam and Eve. This concept is derived from 18th century philosopher Locke who
argued that children were born of sin and punished to have purity nurtured in them.
This is implemented by Mr Brocklehurst as he attempts to not offer basic
requirements as this ‘feeds their vile bodies’ but deprive them of warmth in order to
save ‘their immortal souls’. One could infer that this conveys a lack of expenditure on
the girls from the school, as it is not to their worth – they do not deserve sufficient
food as it will prove detrimental towards their future. However, perhaps Bronte
enacts this to challenge these opinions. Within society, as this deprivation of needs
could lead to illness as it did with the typhus outbreak in the novel.

Poor sanitation and disease in
Victorian era

Writers use their novels
to convey a moral
Discussing a topic from multiple perspectives
message @english_mastery

Year 8
9
Linking
Apostrophe
of
analytical
possession
paragraphs

Using topic sentences to link
analysis

Embedding
of a
Building evidence to
form support
quotations
thesis

In addition, Bronte presents Jane’s childhood to be of harsh and cruel environments
through the repeated reference to the cold ‘dreary winter’, the girls are forced to face
the ‘bitter cold’, ‘shivering’ due to the extreme conditions. These dire conditions
Sherlock
contribute towards the dehumanisation of the girls – they are not cared for by those
Holmes: Status
in power, and, are instead forced to endure such suffering in order to comply with
The
temptation
in Victorian
social expectations. The girls, through this, are conditioned to deny all forms of
and
fall of Adam
society
and Eve
comfort, as it a ‘luxury’ that they cannot be offered due to their original sin from
Multiple
Adam and Eve. This concept is derived from 18th century philosopher Locke who
subordinate
argued that children were born of sin and punished to have purity nurtured in them.
clauses
This is implemented by Mr Brocklehurst as he attempts to not offer basic
Composing a
requirements as this ‘feeds their vile bodies’ but deprive them of warmth in order to
Victorian
balancedtowards save ‘their immortal souls’. One could infer that this conveys a lack of expenditure on
attitudes
argument a child the girls from the school, as it is not to their worth – they do not deserve sufficient
childhood:
is born innocent
food as it will prove detrimental towards their future. However, perhaps Bronte
and pure vs. a
enacts this to challenge these opinions. Within society, as this deprivation of needs
child is born evil
could lead to illness as it did with the typhus outbreak in the novel.
vs. a child is a
blank slate

Brocklehurst is a Christian but
Discussing a topic from multiple perspectives
Specific Victorian diseases e.g. typhus
a moral hypocrite
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Observations
•

Post-outcomes, ‘Impact’ is tricky to exemplify
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impact

intention

The challenge
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Ways forward
Intent

Intent

Implementation

Impact

Impact

Implementation
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A modelled example: English Mastery
Start at the end: diagnose the impact you want to have? What gaps
do students have? What are the ‘problems’?
How will you know?
Much of key stage 4 is
Shakespeare
Knowledge was
of
Students cannot control
Arrive in year 10
Write clearly
sentences: even full stops
spent covering the
covered
Shakespearean
patchily, in
ready to start GCSE
and
accurately
and capitals
basics
comedy
extracts
and tragedy

Students
Improverarely
the quantity
read a
ofrange
reading
of texts
outside
in orthe
outside
classroom
of school

Students
Take ownership
have a diet
of of
cultural
poor, capital
‘accessible’
usually
reserved
literature
for ‘elite’

Students
Have a begin
decentks4
with
grounding
no understanding
of some
ofunfamiliar
Victorian contexts
literature
that come
and contexts
up at GCSE
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A modelled example: English Mastery
Start at the end: diagnose the impact you want to have? What gaps
do students have? What are the ‘problems’?
How will you know?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portfolios
Quizzes
Student interviews
Specific, agreed classwork
Clever use of knowledge organisers
Performance on external assessments
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Intent emerges organically
• Shakespeare every year
•
•
•
•

Conventions of comedy – AMND
Conventions of tragedy – Romeo and Juliet
Shakespearean criticism – AC Bradley
Patriarchy and family in Elizabethan/Jacobean era

• 19th century novel every year
• Plight of the underdog
• Industrial revolution and impact on British population
• Belief systems and their influence on Victorian society

• Secure the foundations of writing
• Subject verb agreement
• What a sentence is
• Simple, effective, timeless narrative structures

• Create curious, lifelong readers
• Reading for pleasure explicitly part of curriculum
• Ensure Reading for Pleasure booklists offer great range
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Observations
•
•
•
•

As a school, subject, or thought leader, acknowledge the complexity of this
piece of work and give your colleagues as much time as you can afford
To paraphrase John Hutchinson: ‘the curriculum is bigger than any one
person’
It is also bigger than any one document, policy, booklet, or proforma
If you are in a classroom, you are already thinking in
intent/implementation/impact constantly, all the time
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If this sounds familiar…
At the end of this lesson, what should students
know/be able to do? How will I know whether they’ve
‘got it’? (Impact)
What don’t they know yet? What have they already
done that will help them to get there? (Intent)
What resources and activities will students need to be
introduced, develop and apply this knowledge/skill?
(Implementation)
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Some tales from the front line
• How do you ensure the breadth of focus in Year 9, still allowing them
to have a rich experience of [subject]?
If you were to ask any of your HoDs what their rationale for your KS4
curriculum is, what are they able to say beyond ‘GCSE specs’? 3-year KS4 is
out of favour.
• How does the study get more challenging across the Key Stage?
The curriculum is the progression model: the curriculum should link, be
cumulative, and get harder from term to term, year to year.
• How has the school supported and trained staff when implementing a
new curriculum?
The curriculum is a sustained collaborative effort; schools don’t need to have
all the answers immediately, but there should be an understanding of which
questions will be addressed, in what sequence, and to what effect.
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Write a “Curriculum
Intent” statement

Internal lesson
observation forms rewritten to focus on what
students know, remember
and do

Attend a course on the
new inspection
framework

Require knowledge
organisers for all units of
work

Re-write existing schemes
of work with an ‘Intent
Statement’ or
‘Implementation plan’

Insert “retrieval practice”
into every lesson

Visited another school to
focus on their work on
curriculum

Undertake a ‘curriculum
audit/review’

Updated ‘Book Look’
policy
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English Mastery Library
Professional Development offer
• Induction training
• Assessing for Mastery
• Subject pedagogy webinars

Co-planning
• Termly documents
• Weekly documents
• ‘Generic’ documents (in
development)
• Leadership of co-planning training
(in development)

• Lesson resources
• Standardisation materials
• Quizzes and formative assessment
trackers
• ‘Mastery Live’ videos
• Teacher handbooks

English Mastery Link support
• Regular programme updates
• “24/7” bespoke response
• Personal EMA guidance and
development

Our programme
• Currently open for applications for September 2020
• Partnership fee is £6,999 per year
• ‘Early bird’ discounts available if you apply before end of
term
• Early applicants may attend induction training in March
to get a headstart on implementation
• partnerships@englishmastery.org
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Questions?

claudia.parkes@englishmastery.org

